
Planetary City of Light General Meeting Minutes
Oct 22nd, 2017 at 9am AZ

Announcements:

Recently approved:
PCOL Perth, Australia - activation date: Oct 27th, Friday at 6:00pm Arizona time

New Format to monthly PCOL meetings: “meet the PCOL around the world”
May: Australia, PCOL Gold Coast
June: Argentina: PCOL Palermo in Buenos Aires, San Martin de los Andes, Lago Puelo

         July: Brazil: PCOL Lago Freitas & PORL Joatinga, Rio de Janeiro, PCOL Sao Paolo
Aug: USA: PCOL Carson Valley, Nevada and Ladder of Ascension, Job’s Peak, Nevada

 September: Spain, PCOL San Pere de RIbes and PORL Sun Way
Today:

October: Switzerland, Herisau and Spain, PCOL Montserrat and PORL Sunway
Next:

November: Germany, Mittenwald and Kensington, London, UK
December: No meeting

Channeling: There will be a channeling of the Arcturian, Juliano, by David Miller at the end of 
this meeting. Remember, you may send questions to me during the month and Juliano will 
answer them at this time.

Presentations: Serve to help us connect and learn about each other.

Planetary City of Light presentations from individual PCOL

SWITZERLAND: PCOL Herisau

SPAIN: PCOL Monserrat and PORL Sunway

Group of Forty
Planetary Cities of Light Monthly Channeling

OCT 22nd, 2017

Transcend Polarization

 
Channeled by David K Miller



davidmiller@groupofforty.com
All rights reserved 

Greetings. I am Juliano. We are the Arcturians.

I know that all of you are aware of the strong polarizations that are occurring throughout 
this planet. It seems that the energies that are coming to the earth are accelerating the 
strong polarizations. I’d like to remind everybody that our work and our method is to 
transcend polarizations. In fact, the work of the Planetary Cities of Light and the Planetary 
Ocean Reserves of Light focus on a unity, but the unity is only possible when you transcend 
or rise above the polarizations.

This is a complex subject because as you transcend the polarizations, you still recognize and
still accept the individual differences. This is where it becomes very difficult because the 
people on one side do not want to accept the differences on the other side. It would be 
natural for you as a planetary light-worker, it would be natural for you as a planetary 
healer, to think that one side might be correct, to think that you would like to identify with 
that side. This occurs throughout the planet. That is, one side may appear right and the 
other side may appear wrong.

What a challenge, what a conflict. How difficult it is for you as planetary light workers to 
understand and to try to find harmony and balance especially at this time when those 
involved in the polarizations are not interested in harmony and balance. They’re not 
interested in coming to a unity. Rather, they are interested, often, in strengthening their 
polarized position. 

Yes. This is an old conflict that has been on the planet Earth for many times. And it is an old 
conflict that even comes from the galaxy, and from other cities, other planets. Planets of 
higher dimensions, such as Alano, are models of harmony and balance. But, they too, at one 
point struggled. They too at one point struggled and this struggle of polarizations that lead 
to conflicts, that lead to unrest, are very uncomfortable and are very disturbing. However, 
as a planetary healer, as a Planetary City of Light founder, do not identify with either side, 
but rather see and work as you are now to transcend the polarizations and to find the unity.

That is one of the main subjects, one of the main strengths of the Planetary Cities of Light 
because the Planetary Cities of Light are promoting brotherhood and sisterhood, are 
promoting unity consciousness. You see, the Planetary Cities of Light have ideals as thought
forms. Part of the Planetary Cities of Light is working in creating a balance of light and of 
protective light around the city. Part of the roll of the Planetary City of Light is to attract the
5th dimensional energies and also that the Planetary Cities of Light are devoted to the 
ascension. 

So, when I look at the 5th dimensional energy, I find that there are many thought forms, 
there are many ideals, there are many values, that also come with the 5th dimensional 
energy. It is not just light energy and protection but it is also higher dimensional thoughts, 
higher dimensional values. We must recognize the higher thought forms, we must 



recognize the higher values that are to be promoted in the Cities of Light. That is why I have
included the concept of the Just Society because the Just Society looks for the highest value, 
the highest compassion, but also the highest justice. Remember that justice is also a divine 
trait. Justice can be a higher value that is promoted. Do not think that a Just Society is only 
about compassion and only about loving kindness because the Just Society also includes 
Divine justice. Yes. A justice with compassion. Yes. A justice with loving kindness. But also, 
those who may want to do harm, or those who actually do harm, to the planet, to society, all
of these people need to be dealt with, with justice as well. But it is possible to work with 
divine justice and divine compassion. 

Please remember that you as Planetary Cities of Light workers also look for ways of 
transcending polarization, promoting unity, promoting understanding and acceptance of 
individual differences. And yet, even with the individual differences, there can be a coming 
together a higher brotherhood, a higher sisterhood from strength. And this value can be 
transmitted and manifested on the earth. That was the meaning of the famous statement, 
“the meek shall inherit the earth,” by Sananda-Jesus. He was saying those who are open, 
who don’t want to be part of polarization but they want to be part of the brotherhood and 
sisterhood. That is the new paradigm, but it is a new paradigm with justice and strength. It 
is a new paradigm of cosmic brotherhood and sisterhood. It is a new paradigm of 
transcending polarizations in a constructive way that only brings higher light to the planet.

I am Juliano. Good Day.


